We ask the following questions

**Question:** “What level will you contribute at?”

**Answer:** choose one of the following from the drop-down menu

- Pro
- Light

**Question:** “Phone Number”

**Answer:** A text box is provided to type your answer

**Question:** “Do you prefer email or phone?”

**Answer:** choose one of the following from the drop-down menu

- Email
- Phone

**Question:** “What year did you start keeping bees?”

**Answer:** A text box is provided to type your answer

**Question:** “Are you part of a beekeeper’s organization or club? Which one?”

**Answer:** A text box is provided to type your answer

**Question:** “How many total colonies do you manage?”

**Answer:** choose one of the following from the drop-down menu

- 1-3
- 4-7
- 8-25
- 26-59
- 60-99
- 100-499
- 500-2000
- More than 2000
Question: “Do you relocate your colonies throughout the year?”

Answer: choose one of the following from the drop-down menu

- Yes
- No

Question: “Do you relocate your colonies throughout the year?”

Answer: Check all of the following that apply

- Rent colonies for pollination
- Sell honey
- Sell nucs package
- Sell queens

Question: “What best describes your beekeeping practice?”

Answer: choose one of the following from the drop-down menu

- Conventional
- Organic
- Natural

Question: “Do you manage for Varroa?”

Answer: choose one of the following from the drop-down menu

- Yes
- No

Question: “Do you regularly buy queens, nucs, or packages?”

Answer: choose one of the following from the drop-down menu

- Yes
- No
Question: “Do you use varroa-resistant queens?”
Answer: choose one of the following from the drop-down menu
- Yes
- No

Question: “Do you rear queens?”
Answer: choose one of the following from the drop-down menu
- Yes
- No

Question: “What kind of equipment do you use? Check all that apply.”
Answer: Check all of the following that apply
- 8 frame langstroth
- 10 frame langstroth
- top bar, warre hive
- other*

* If you select “other”, you are provided with a text box to elaborate on what ‘other’ equipment you use in your apiary.